The g, 31 P and 1 H hyperfine tensors of the dibenzobarrelene phosphinyl radical, trapped in an X-irradiated single crystal of dibenzobarrelene phosphine, were estimated at 45 and 300 K. They indicate that among the three locations of the phosphinyl hydrogen expected from DFT calculations, only two are occupied at 40 K and that the third one remains practically vacant, even at 300 K. The temperature dependence of the EPR spectrum was simulated by assuming jumps Ž y1 . between two P-H bond orientations energy barrier ( 0.5 kcal mol which correspond to the conformation of the PH 2 moiety in the only rotamer present in the dibenzobarrelene phosphine crystal. q
Introduction
Because most chemical processes involve local changes in molecular structures, the study of intramolecular motions has always been of crucial interw x est for chemists 1,2 . This interest has continued to increase in recent years, as these phenomena can be w x used for developing molecular devices 3 . We have recently shown that X-irradiation of single crystals of triptycene derivatives, bearing a phosphine group Ž . in the C position e.g. 1 , leads to the trapping of a 9 phosphinyl radical whose P-H bond undergoes a temperature dependent rotation around the P-C axis w x 4 . This motion, which corresponds to jumps between three configurations, can be more or less affected by the presence of large substituting groups w x on the barrelene skeleton 5 . For example, whereas the P-H motion is blocked at 110 K for 2, it continues further to 100 K for 1. The recent synthew x sis 6 of 3, the only primary phosphine with an ethylenic bond in the b-position which forms air-stable single crystals at room temperature, now makes possible investigations on a system bearing no substituent on C . In the present Letter, we show that 8 suppression of steric constraints along one of the 0009-2614r00r$ -see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Ž . PII: S 0 0 0 9 -2 6 1 4 0 0 0 0 5 2 5 -X ( )barrelene C-C bonds not only affects the temperature at which the motion is blocked, but, also drastically changes the nature of the intramolecular motion. . bromodibenzobarrelene was obtained by heating, in a sealed glass tube, a furan-dimethyl acetylene dicarboxylate adduct in the presence of 9-bromoanthraw x cene. The crystal structure of 3 is known 6 : or-Ž . thorhombic, Pnma. Large single crystals mp 1088C were grown by slow evaporation of a solution in Ž . hexanerether 9:1 ; after indexation of their faces, they were oriented on a sample holder, exposed for 2 Ž h to the radiation of a Philips X-ray tube tungsten . anticathode, 30 mA, 30 kV, room temperature and finally coated with an inert polymer in order to avoid reaction with air or humidity. The sample holder was designed in order to align the EPR reference axes OX, OY, OZ along the crystallographic axes b, a and yc, respectively.
Experimental

Compound and irradiation
DFT calculations
Calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN w x 94 7 package on a Hewlett Packard Convex Exemw x plar. DFT calculations 8 were carried out at the B3LYPr3-21G U level
EPR study
Instrumentation and tensors determination
EPR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 300 Ž . spectrometer X-band, 100 KHz field modulation equipped with an ITC503 Oxford cryostat allowing measurements between 4 and 300 K.
The angular variation of the signals was analysed using a Hamiltonian which takes the electronic and nuclear Zeeman interactions as well as the hyperfine couplings with a proton and a 31 P nucleus into account. The elements of these three tensors were determined by using an optimisation program, based w x on the algorithm of Levenberg-Marquardt 9 , which compares the position of the experimental resonance lines with those calculated by second order perturbation theory.
Temperature dependence of the spectra
The temperature dependence of the EPR spectra was analysed, for a given orientation of the magnetic field, by determining the values of the exchange parameters k , between sites i and j, which lead to i j the best simulations of the experimental spectra. These simulations were performed by means of the method already used for the study of phosphinyl w x w x radicals trapped in 1 4 and 2 5 ; the calculations use the density matrix formalism and are based on the same concepts as those used by other authors w x 10-12 . They were performed in the Liouville space and the spectrum was obtained as the sum of the
P. The U and L matrices are built, respectively, from the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a matrix whose diagonal elements contain the transition positions, the inverse of the relaxation time T 2 and the sum of exchange parameters k , while the i j non-diagonal elements correspond to the appropriate k parameter.
Results
EPR spectra
A typical EPR spectrum obtained at 40 K with an X-irradiated single crystal of 3 is shown in Fig. 1a . It is characterised by a large 31 P hyperfine splitting Ž . ) 12.3 mT and a smaller coupling with a proton Ž . 1.5 mT . Two magnetically non-equivalent orientations of the radical are present in the crystal and lead to two sets of signals marked I and J, respectively. The additional small signal K is isotropic; it probably results from a radical centred on the C carbon 10 and will not be considered here. The temperature dependence of the spectrum recorded between 40 and 300 K for the same orientation of the magnetic field is also shown in Fig. 1a . The modifications are reversible and reveal a dynamical process. The angular variations of the signals recorded both at low and room temperatures are shown in Fig. 2 . Their analysis leads to the tensors given in Tables 1 and 2 . Due to the large anisotropy of the 31 P coupling, the corresponding eigenvectors are determined with a very good accuracy whereas the precision on the 1 H eigenvectors is rather poor.
We will first examine the EPR parameters measured at 45 K. Decomposition of the 31 P hyperfine tensor into isotropic and anisotropic coupling constants, leads, on the hypothesis of three positive 
b In MHz.
crystallographic P-C bond direction, consistent with 7 the trapping of radical 4.
The crystal structure of 3 shows that in the undamaged molecule, the molecular symmetry plane a Other orientations of the radical are given: y l, m, n ; l, y m, n ; l, m, yn .
b In MHz. lies in the ac plane. In accordance with the orthorhombic structure of the crystal, two different sets of curves are obtained in each EPR reference plane at 45 K, whereas, at room temperature, two sets are distinguishable only in the YZ plane. Since the anisotropy of the spectrum is principally governed by the large anisotropy of the 31 P coupling, this suggests that, at 300 K, a dynamic process leads to a 31 P tensor which has one of its eigenvectors aligned along the b-axis. This is confirmed by the EPR parameters shown in Table 2 ; they indicate that, at room temperature, the 31 P hyperfine tensor has lost its axial symmetry and that the eigenvectors associated with the maximum and minimum couplings lie in the YZ plane. At low temperature, a molecule of dibenzobarrelene phosphine 3 therefore gives rise to the radical 4 whose magnetic phosphorus p-orbital is Ž . aligned either along the T l, m, n direction or . the crystallographic C C P and C C P planes, respectively . 3, this implies that, at 45 K, the P-H bond of the Ž radical 4 is located either in the sector A defined by . the two planes C C C C and C C C C or in mentioning that the phosphorus atom is very slightly out of the C C C C symmetry plane of the barre- Ž . anisotropic coupling constants Table 3 are in very good accord with the experimental values determined at 45 K, The agreement with the 31 P-Fermi contact interaction is much less satisfactory; this is not unexpected, the DFT predictions of 31 P-A are iso generally rather poor when, as for a phosphinyl radical, this coupling essentially results from inner w x shell polarisation 14 .
The variation of the potential energy of 4 with the C C PH torsion angle was calculated by keeping 8 7 constant the geometry of the dibenzobarrelene skeleton, previously optimised for C C PH, equal to 608. 8 7 The resulting curve is shown in Fig. 4 . The three minima correspond to staggered conformations. The lowest energy, E , found for the conformations A min and B, is only 0.5 kcal mol y1 inferior to the value calculated for conformation C. The energy barrier to Ž rotation between A and B is clearly smaller 1.5 kcal y1 . Ž . Ž mol than that between A or B and C 5.5 kcal y1 . mol . Optimisations of the geometry of 4 were also performed by relaxing all the parameters for C C PH equal to 08, 608, 1208 and 1808. The energy 8 7 of the molecule was less affected by this relaxation but the dihedral angle j between the C C C and 1 7 10 C X C C planes was shown to slightly vary with the 1 7 10 Ž orientation of the P-H bond j s 1178, 1198 and . 1238 for C C PH s 08, 608 and 1208, respectively , 8 7 and to remain larger than the crystallographic value Ž . measured on 3 113.88 . Moreover, the C C P angle 8 7 which is equal to 115.58 in 3, varies between 108.98 and 115.78 in the range 0 -C C PH-1208. 8 7 The calculated hyperfine couplings are practically invariant with the orientation of the P-H bond.
Ž . Fig. 4 . DFT variation of the energy of radical 4 with the orientation of the P-H bond C C PH dihedral angle . 
Discussion
Orientations of the P-H bond at 45 and 300 K
At 45 K, the EPR spectra show that, in 4, the rotation of the P-H bond around the C -P bond is 7 blocked and that only the rotamers corresponding to the two staggered conformations A and B Ž X . C C PH5C C PH close to 1808 are detected. The 1 7 1 7 Ž third staggered conformation magnetic phosphorus . orbital perpendicular to the C C P plane is not 8 7 observed. Increasing the temperature provokes jumps between conformations A and B, and an averaging of the EPR tensors. The 31 P isotropic coupling constant is slightly larger at 45 K than at room temperature; Ž . this small difference 15 MHz does not seem to be caused by a variation in the crystal lattice since the cell parameters have been shown to hardly vary with temperature. Perhaps it reflects a small distortion in the motion of the CPH group, in accord with the DFT calculations which show that the C C P and j 8 7 angles slightly vary with the orientation of the P-H bond so that the phosphorus atom does not remain exactly in the barrelene symmetry plane.
Motion of the P-H bond between 45 and 300 K
Jumps between the two sites A and B modify the shape of the EPR spectra. The temperature dependence of the exchange rate constant k was deter-AB mined by simulating the spectra at various tempera-Ž . tures. Fig. 1b . These simulations, obtained for several orientations of the magnetic field lead to the variation curve of k versus T y1 shown in Fig. 5 .
AB
This dependence is in accordance with the Arrhenius law and corresponds to an activation energy of 0.51 kcal mol y1 . This barrier to rotation is slightly lower Ž than the value obtained from DFT calculations D E y1 . s 1.5 kcal mol . Although DFT predicts only a Ž . small energy difference between sites A or B and Ž y1 . C, and a moderate energy barriers 5.6 kcal mol Ž . between sites A and C or B and C we never detected any contribution of the site C. We calculated the expected positions of the resonance lines of the isolated C site and simulated the spectrum resulting from the exchange between the three sites A, B and C. At least for a temperature below 90 K, a population number for C equal to about 0.05 would drastically modify the simulated spectrum; above this temperature the rapid exchange between sites A and B makes the spectrum less sensitive to a participation of a third site. Moreover, a participation of site C in the P-H motion would increase the intermediate eigenvalue of the averaged 31 P hyperfine tensor in conflict with the tensor measured at 300 K.
It is worthwhile noting the parallelism between the behaviour of the phosphine and that of the corresponding phosphinyl radical: the crystal struc-Ž ture showed that for 1 the three hydrogen sites P-H . in the region A, B, C were equally occupied, whereas the corresponding occupation numbers were equal to 0.8, 0.8 and 0.4 for 2 and that, in 3, the position C remained vacant. Similarly, for the triptycenephosw x Ø phinyl radical 4 the P-H jumped between three equally populated sites whereas for the radical dew x rived from 2 5 the exchange occurred between three sites, one of which was appreciably less populated; finally, for 4 the phosphinyl hydrogen hops between two positions only.
Conclusion
The internal motion of a Ø P-H moiety around a Ø Ž 3 C-P bond where C is an sp -hybridized carbon . atom is particularly sensitive to the intramolecular environment. In the dibenzobarrelene phosphinyl radical, only two of the three available sites are occupied by the phosphinyl hydrogen at low temper-Ž . ature 40 -T -90 K . In this temperature range, the P-H group does not undergo a rotation around the C-P bond but hops between the two sites which are not located in the molecular symmetry plane.
